Synthetic scotophobin: analysis of behavioral effects on mice. PHARMAC. BIoCHEM. BEHAV. 2(2) [147][148][149][150][151][152][153] 1974. -Scotophobin is a peptide previously identified [ 141 as the behaviorally active factor in brain extract of rats trained in passive dark avoidance. Mice injected intraperitoneally with a synthetic version of scotophobin or placebo were tested without reinforcement in a box with one dark and two white chambers. Scotophobin recipients spent less time than controls in the dark chamber. When strict precautions were taken against chemical degradation, the dose-response relationship remained stable for months and resembled that found by Ungar for natural scotophobin. A content analysis of all frequent mouse behaviors in the test apparatus delineated a more detailed scotophobin behavior pattern. Scotophobin elevated emotionality as measured by defecation rate when mice were locked in the dark box, but not when they were locked in a white or transparent box. The dark box as used in the original rat training situation produced the maximal drug induced avoidance effect. Avoidance was reduced by stimulus changes involving wall color, illumination, and the grid floor. Thus scotophobin induction of avoidance behavior as well as heightened emotionality appears to show stimulus specificity.
Scotophobin
Passive avoidance Emotionality Stimulus specificity SEVERAL laboratories [4, 6, 7, 15, 161 have reported that injection of crude brain extract from rats shocked in a dark compartment can induce spontaneous avoidance of this compartment in recipient rats or mice. Ungar, Desiderio, and Parr [ 141 claim to have isolated, analyzed, and synthesized the active substance in one such brain extract. This substance, named scotophobin, is a peptide of fifteen amino acid residues. It is detectable by chemical means in the brains of trained rats or mice, but not in those of untrained animals. The ability of synthetic scotophobin to induce avoidance of dark compartments has been confirmed in fish [ 2,8, 131 and in mice [9] .
In the latter paper (a joint publication of two laboratories) this laboratory reported that mice injected with 1.5, 2.2, or 3.0 rg of synthetic scotophobin spent significantly less time than placebo controls in a dark compartment when given a free choice for 3 min between light and dark compartments.
However, in these previously reported experiments, this investigator, unlike Ungar, was unable to find any effect of synthetic scotophobin at a dose of OS-O.6 pg, the optimal dose for natural scotophobin from trained animals [ 141. This failure was tentatively attributed to partial degradation of the synthetic scotophobin, which had been kept in methanol solution. Another possible explanation might be a non-equivalence between synthetic and natural scotophobin resulting from faulty chemical analysis of the latter as alleged by Stewart [ 121. The first objective of the subsequent research reported here was to develop a way of handling and storing scotophobin that would prevent its progressive degradation and loss of biological effectiveness. It was hoped that this stabilization would make possible an exact replication -one obtained without multiplying the dose, as well as a meaningful series of dose-response experiments.
Aside from these quantitative considerations, there is the more basic qualitative question: is the biosynthesis of scotophobin an integral step in the acquisition and retention of a specific learned response -conditioned fear of a dark box? Scotophobin might lack specificity in two ways: in its origins or in its effects.
First, as Goldstein [S] has recently pointed out, the biosynthesis of this molecule might be caused by stimulation accompanying training (shock trauma, handling, etc.) rather than by any specific learning process. This possibility, currently under study by the author, will not be dealt with further in this paper.
A second possibility is that the response induced by scotophobin in naive recipients is only superficially related to conditioned fear of the dark box. Does scotophobin induce something like fear in recipients? And is such fear Experiments where only dark box time is recorded might leave undetected multiple behavioral effects of scotophobin unrelated to dark box time. Therefore, a naturalistic, but systematic, approach was used to define and then test the general behavior syndrome induced by scotophobin in the black-white apparatus. As a pilot procedure, during the previously published experiments with scotophobin, the author simply tried to note all the reasonably frequent behaviors observable during testing of scotophobin and control mice under blind conditions. A code letter and a scoring criterion were assigned to each of these behaviors.
After the data from the experimental and control animals were decoded, five of these behaviors appeared to differentiate the two groups. The first behavior is called turning away. The animal approaches within a body length of the black doorway with its head pointed toward the door and then turns and walks in the other direction. The second response pattern is that of hesitation in the doorway. The animal crouches on the edge of the door into the black compartment with its body at an oblique angle to the threshold and alternately looks into the black box and then into the white chamber. This is a particularly unusual and striking behavior. The third response is sitting in the far white corner. The animal settles down in one of the corners furthest away from the entrance to the black chamber for at least five seconds. This is often accompanied by the fourth behavior, grooming for 5 set or more. The fifth behavior is dropping at least three fecal boluses in the test apparatus. Experiment 2 reexamined the effect of scotophobin on these five preselected measures, thus validating them beyond post-hoc analysis.
Method
Animals were 14 pre-screened mice injected with 0.67 pg of scotophobin and 7 animals injected with distilled water. Each mouse was tested blind in five 3 min sessions in the black-white box, occurring at 20, 24, 44, 48, and 72 hr post-injection.
Each occurrence of the behaviors described above was noted along with the dark box time of each mouse. Otherwise, all details of the method were the same as in Experiment 1.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 indicates the average behavior counts for each group over the entire experiment.
As the figure shows, the scotophobin group ranked significantly higher than the controls on each individual measure. A composite measure was also obtained by simply adding the counts on all five behaviors for each mouse. The scotophobin group averaged over four times higher on this composite measure and the two sets of composite scores were significantly different at the 0.001 level. In contrast, the overall dark-box scores for these two groups were only significantly different at the 0.05 level. Thus, the composite behavior score may be at least as sensitive an indicator of the scotophobin effect and might well be used to supplement the measurement of dark-box time.
Scotophobin
By reviewing the raw data one can arrive at a very rough description of a typical sequence of scotophobin induced behaviors. The first sign of the effect in any given mouse is the appearance of turning away behavior, generally on the first day. This becomes more frequent and may intensify into prolonged hesitation at the doorway. At the apparent peak of the effect, when dark box time falls to near zero on the second or third day, the mouse retreats to the far corner of the white compartment, where he sits and grooms himself and no longer even approaches the black box very closely. Most control animals continue throughout to spend a moderate amount of time in the white compartment. However, this time is spent in rapid exploration without settling down, and the dark chamber is re-entered without hesitation. In general, then, this more detailed description of scotophobin's behavioral effect is not inconsistent with the idea that this substance makes mice a little uneasy about the dark compartment.
EXPERIMENT 3
Can one necessarily conclude from the fact that scotophobin recipients spend less time in the dark box that the injection induces fear of the dark? One problem is that no fear has been directly measured or demonstrated but merely inferred from a change in preference. Furthermore, if the injection can actually induce fear, is it, like conditioned fear, selectively triggered by exposure to the dark compartment?
Or is the animal simply afraid to begin with and consequently less ready to enter and explore dark places?
The question, then, is whether scotophobin has no effect, a generalized effect, or a stimulus-specific effect on the emotionality of mice. To approach this question, one first needs a direct measure of emotionality.
One of the oldest, simplest, and perhaps most reliable measure is defecation rate -the number of fecal boluses dropped by an animal during a given time period.
Method
Thirty mice, after having been screened for dark preference, were habituated to the black-white apparatus to reduce the baseline emotional response by reducing the novelty of the environment.
They were allowed to roam freely through the apparatus on 3 successive days for 3 min each day. About an hour after the third habituation session, 14 of these mice were then injected with 0.5 pg of scotophobin in 0.25 ml distilled water, while 16 mice received only the distilled water. Forty-eight hr postinjection, each of 7 experimental and 8 control animals was forced through the doorway of the smaller white chamber (at the opposite end from the black box) and was locked in that compartment. Three min later the animal was removed and the number of fecal droppings left behind was recorded. Twelve hr later the same procedure was followed using the black chamber (with the grid floor exposed). To control for possible confounding effects of time or sequence, the experiment was performed in counterbalanced order with the other 15 mice. These were tested at 48 hr post-injection in the black chamber and at 60 hr in the white chamber. At 72 hr post-injection all mice were placed into an entirely different and novel situation, a transparent Plexiglas cube 151 (20 cm to each side) with grid floor. Again, the number of boluses left behind after 3 min was recorded.
Results
The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 2 . Compared with their controls, scotophobin animals showed less apparent emotionality in the white chamber and more in the dark chamber.
A difference score (boluses in black minus boluses in white) was obtained for each mouse. When the scores of the two groups were ranked together, the resulting Mann-Whitney U statistic was highly significant (U = 12, p~O.001). This finding indicates a significant, non-parametric interaction effect [ 11 of drug and environment in determining emotionality. In other words, the direction of scotophobin's effect on emotionality depended significantly on the testing environment. Since neither group had been habituated to the transparent box, the scores for this chamber tended to be the highest of all. However, the control animals scored even higher than the scotophobin mice. (The difference was not significant.)
Thus, there is no evidence that scotophobin raises emotionality in a novel, neural environment. Further experiments of this sort are planned to test other doses of scotophobin, particularly doses having a minimal or reversal effect on dark box time.
ceived 0.67 pg scotophobin in distilled water and half received water alone. Mice were tested blind at 24 and 48 hr post-injection.
Mice in Condition (4) were also scored for activity level at 48 hr. This was done by counting the total number of crossings from any of the 3 white boxes to another.
Other details of the methods are the same as in Experiment 1. There are, after all, a number of differences between the dark and light compartments of Ungar's apparatus.
Results and Discussion
The dark box differs from the light in having black walls, an opaque top, very low illumination, a grid floor, and smaller size. Which of these is the stimulus that triggers aversion?
One approach to this general problem is to begin with the intact testing appartus and remove various features of the dark box, while observing what effect these subractions have on the magnitude of scotophobin-induced aversion.
Method
Four different configurations of the end box were employed:
(1) the intact dark box as originally used by Ungar for the dark avoidance training of rats that induced the synthesis of natural scotophobin in their brains, (2) the dark box with the grid covered with black Plexiglas floor, (3) the dark box with covered floor and a transparent top, keeping the box at nearly normal room illumination, and (4) a white box with grid floor and transparent roof. In each case the end box was lined up with the two unaltered white boxes and test animals were allowed to wander at will through all three chambers for 3 min. Four groups of 16 mice (all pre-screened for dark preference) were tested, one in each configuration.
Half the animals in each group reAs in Experiment 1, there were only small differences between the various groups at 24 hr. At 48 hr, however, these intensified into a clear trend as shown in Table 2 the closer the resemblance between the test situation and the original donor training situation which Ungar used to induce natural scotophobin, the greater the size and statistical significance of the scotophobin effect. The scotophobin-treated mice seemed to respond in some degree to an entire complex of stimuli associated with the dark box. To obtain a maximal avoidance effect this stimulus complex must be intact. While stimulus specificity was not absolute, stimulus changes produce a sort of generalization decreement resembling that found in testing normal memory.
In short, the scotophobin effect is apparently stimulus or situation specific and this specificity may be finer and more complicated than was first imagined. It is interesting to note that the scotophobin effect disappears entirely when a white version of the normally dark end box is used. This tends to rule out such "non-specific" affect the number of crossings in Condition (4) (no color contrast) also tends to rule out the latter possibility. Incidentally, a comparison of Conditions (1) and (2) tends to explain the rather shallow effects in Experiment 1, which was conducted without the grid floor, as in Condition (2).
